FORBIDDEN BROADWAY

“Absolutely hilarious!”
THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Wonderful! There’s no Broadway like Forbidden Broadway!”
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

“Skip all those Broadway shows, and go see Forbidden Broadway instead.”
GANNETT NEWSPAPERS

“Intermittent theatergoers need not fear being left out of the fun.”
STAR LEDGER

FORBIDDEN BROADWAY’S SYMPHONY EDITION has enjoyed huge success with the Minnesota Orchestra, the Hartford Symphony, the Adelaide Festival Orchestra, the Rochester Philharmonic and the Detroit Symphony Orchestra. Give your audiences the opportunity to savor Broadway’s biggest shows, brightest stars, and notorious flops, all given the once-over by a dazzling cast of comic chameleons in full symphonic splendor!

Scored for a 40-60 piece orchestra, this wickedly funny love letter to 25 years of Broadway’s showstoppers and biggest stars celebrates everything from The Lion King to Les Miz, from Ethel Merman to Julie Andrews, from Hugh Jackman and Carol Channing to Sarah Brightman and Liza Minnelli. Combine the grand guffaws of parody with 85 minutes of Broadway’s classic hits played by a full symphony orchestra, and welcome your audience to a spectacular evening of musical theater!